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revolutionizing the run
a wearable technology study

Stephen Douglas Lindamood Jr.

Abstract//
Recent advances in technology are reshaping and enhancing the role of 
the industrial designer. While industrial designers are already trained to be 
experts in process and possess a wide range of skills, there must be a higher 
level of fusion between design, science, and technology than ever before. 

technology; industrial design, engineering and computer science would be 
an optimal collaboration for the inevitable increase in mixes of disciplines to 
address all aspects of a product and its development. 

By investigating products from companies such as Nike and Adidas, and also 
by 
explore the conceptualization of a “soft” wearable garment system for runners 
that utilizes developing advancements in technology, apparel and graphical 
user interface.  
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a little about me...

Origins//
There are a few pivotal moments in my life that are important in explaining 
why certain decisions concerning this thesis.

epidermolysis bullosa//
I was born with a condition called Epidermolysis Bullosa. Epidermolysis 
Bullosa is an inherited connective tissue disease causing blisters in the skin 
occurring in 1/50,000 people. Although the form of EB that I was born with 
falls within the mild spectrum I can recall being conditioned, from a very early 
age, to be conscious of the clothing I wore. The wrong pair of shoes worn for 
less than an hour could easily result in not being able to walk for many days. 

allow me to run a 5k with less damage done to my delicate skin. In many 
ways  adorning the right materials was like putting on a costume that could 
augment my body. I gained control that I didn’t normally have.

comic books//
From an early age I was obsessed with comics. From leaping off gingham 
print couches in my Superman pajamas, to reading every Wonder Woman is-
sue that arrived at the convenience store down the street, I was hooked. I was 
in awe of the fantastical worlds that became reality in my young mind. I spent 
countless hours attempting to know every detail of every hero I encountered. 
Eventually I wanted to try my hand at creating my own characters and worlds. 
I started by copying the images in books spread out before me but gradually 

an ability to imagine the impossible. It would form the foundation of how I 
design.  

running//
During middle school I decided that I wanted to run.  My mother was an avid 
distance runner, and after attending a few of her races I was hooked on the 
idea of competing too.  In my mind these athletes were like the Flash.  They 
seemed to run such great speeds and distances without effort.  Fortunately, I 
was told that because of my skin condition I wouldn’t be able to be a runner.  
Not being one that handled being told no, this denial pushed me harder than 
being told ‘yes’. The beginning was painful. I learned through trial and error 
my limitations, whether they were with my own body or with the materials I 
wore. Through explorations of many training regimens and trying countless 
shoes, socks and clothing I began to augment my natural abilities, eventually 
improving to the point of competing at a state level throughout high school, 
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storyline

Introduction//
Why wearable technology? Research and development (R&D) in electronic de-
vice capability such as processing speed, memory capacity, sensors and low 
energy consumption is advancing at exponential rates, propagating a trend 
towards micro-products. This increase in power and decrease in size creates 
an opportunity for industrial designers to not only create and execute design 
solutions towards problems of form, usability and physical ergonomics but to 
take a more active role in apparel and textile design, graphic design and user 
interface. Nike, for example, has created apparel and textiles augmented with 
new functionalities with its Nike+ system, a product that embeds a sensor 
within a shoe that transmits live data to an iPod, iPhone or watch that stores in-
formation to be retrieved and reviewed later on a personal computing system. 

The development of products geared toward runners holds broad areas of 
opportunity.  As an avid runner for over two decades and a designer I see a 
new potential for a coalescence between athletics and soft-goods, design and 
technology. While I envision a product geared towards runners, I anticipate a 
solution that will impact multiple users and situations. jo
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it began with a TED talk...

new Ensemble suit up image 003



My 12 pairs of legs//
Early in my graduate studies I knew that I was interested in multiple areas of 
design. I was particularly intrigued with how fashion design could be combined 
with product design. After viewing a TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) 
talk by Aimee Mullins I began to form connections that became the basis of 
my thesis.  

TED talks are conferences dedicated to spreading new ideas. Aimee Mullins, 
an athlete, actress and advocate, who also happens to be a double amputee, 
gave a talk titled “My 12 Pairs of Legs” in March of 2009. Aimee was born with-

her talk she emphasizes that her prosthetic legs have augmented her abilities 
(Mullins 2009).

The quote to the right, taken from the talk, became one of the driving factors in 
my thinking throughout my work.  

Ted Talk/Aimee Mullins

My 12 pairs of legs//
“And I said, ‘Kids, really quickly --
I woke up this morning, I decided I wanted to be able to jump over a house 
--
nothing too big, two or three stories --

but, if you could think of any animal, any superhero, 
any cartoon character, 

anything you can dream up right now, 
what kind of legs would you build me?’
And immediately a voice shouted, ‘Kangaroo!’
‘No, no, no! Should be a frog!’ 
‘No. It should be Go Go Gadget!’
‘No, no, no! It should be the Incredibles.’
And other things that I don't -- aren't familiar with.
And then, one eight-year-old said,

And the whole room, including me, was like, ‘Yeah.’
(Laughter)

And just like that, I went from being a woman
that these kids would have been trained to see as 
‘disabled’ 
to somebody that had potential that their bodies 
didn't have yet.
Somebody that might even be 
super-abled.” (Mullins 2009)

Ted Talk/Aimee Mullins

journal entry
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superhero, huh? ...wow

Super Inspiration//

question she proposed to the group of students, led me to revisit childhood 
dreams of creating my own world and characters.  Although many of the 
characters that I loved were born with superhuman powers many used 
special clothing and gadgets to provide or enhance their abilities.  At this 
point in history we have the technological means to augment ourselves like 
heroes, not only through prosthetics but through clothing.

The Fantastic Four wore them, as did the X-men, uniforms engineered of 
unstable molecules that conform to the wearer’s form without yielding to the 
wearer’s abilities.  With these high tech fabrics Reed Richard’s suit could 
stretch as far as his body and powers permitted while Sue Richard’s uniform 

was fashioned with reactive textiles (fabrics that incorporated technology that 
force them to respond to various stimuli) and wired with electronic devices.   

these abilities are based in the world of comics and may seem outlandish 

. “Fashionable Technology”, a term coined in 2000 
by Sabine Seymour best describes this development as the “intersection of 
design, fashion, science and technology.”  While not necessarily the garb of 
super heroes, jewelry, accessories and garments that are designed to com-
bine style and aesthetics with functional technology have made remarkable 
advances over the last few years. There are varying degrees of the amalga-
mation of the body with fashion and technology, ranging from handhelds 
such as mobile devices, to wearables where clothing acts as a vessel for 
electronic components, to the integration of mechanical parts to the body 
(Seymour 2008).

Three of the oldest and most recognized characters within the world of 
comics originated during the late 1930’s and early 1940’s.  Published by DC  
Comics  Superman, Wonder Woman and Batman and their writers delighted 
and captivated the minds of their readers over the last 80 years.

From their inception these heroes have served as an important source of in-

within three distinct groups: humans augmented by the use of smart textiles 
and integrated  technology, humans possessing superhuman abilities in ad-
dition to being augmented with smart wear and humans possessing vast 
amounts of other worldly abilities.
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Batman: human augmented with textiles and gear

Super Inspiration/the superhero phenomenon

Superman:  superhuman abilities

Wonder Woman: superhuman abilities and gear
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Predictions//

it’s relationship to superhero comics, I was also reading Physics of the Future: 
How Science Will Shape Human Destiny and Our Daily Lives by the Year 
2100 by Michio Kaku. Kaku, a well known theoretical physicist and author 
wrote Physics of the Future with hopes that his work would be as successful 

Twentieth Century (Kaku 2011). Coinciding with this reading I also learned 
of William Moulton Marston. Marston, also known by the pen name Charles 
Moulton, was a psychologist, inventor and comic book writer who created 
the character Wonder Woman. Marston is credited as the creator of the 
systolic blood pressure test, which became one component of the modern 
polygraph. Some have compared the device with Wonder Woman’s Lasso 
of Truth, which forces those entwined in it to submit to the wielders bid-

their imagination at an early age through books, movies, comics, etc., and 
vice versa.

journal entry

Predictions
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augmentation with prosthetics

superheros

wearable technology
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“Technology and fashion are not as distant 

thread-up and thread-down of the weaving 
process corresponds to the 0 and 1 binary 

Sabine Seymour

Wearable Technology//

What is wearable technology? Wearable Technology, sometimes known 
as wearables, tech togs, fashion electronics, or wearable devices is a term 
that describes the phenomenon of integrating electronics and or computing 
systems into clothing or accessories adorned on the body. Many wearables  
are designed to serve a functional and practical use, but are also aesthetic 
(Seymour 2008). 

in 1966. “It was a cigarette-pack sized analog computer with four buttons 
to indicate the speed of a roulette wheel and the predicted results were 
transmitted by radio to an earpiece” (Seymour 2008, 11). While development 
of truly integrated technologies has moved slowly since 1966, current 
advances in processing power, wireless communication and alternative 
energy sources are rapidly accelerating the speed at which wearables are 
being developed (Seymour 2008).

Wearable Technology
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Primary research into current popular wearables led to athletic based 
companies focused on monitoring. Two popular systems on the market 
include the Nike+ system and the Adidas MiCoach system. Both systems 
make use of an embedded device that transmits information about the user 
to an external source such as a computer or smartphone.

miCoach//
-By tracking your heart rate, pace, distance, and stride rate, the miCoach 
interactive training system instructs you to speed up or slow down for the 
perfect training. The miCoach Pacer communicates wirelessly with your 
Heart Rate Monitor and Stride Sensor to record your workout stats. During 
each workout, you can choose to hear elapsed time, calories, heart rate, 
among other information. Afterwards, the stats can be synchronized with the 
website to track your improvement. miCoach was designed in Portland, OR, 
USA and launched as a consumer product in 2010. It is produced in Malaysia 
and composed of plastics, FR4 circuit boards, integrated circuits, batteries, 
headphone jacks, and a fabric strap (Seymour 2010, 186).

Nike+//
-With Nike+ footwear wirelessly connected to your iPod nano, information 
on time, distance, calories burned and pace is stored and displayed on the 
screen; real-time audible feedback is also provided through headphones. The 
kit includes an in-shoe sensor and a receiver that attaches to the iPod. After 
a workout, simply connect your iPod nano to a Mac or PC to automatically 
sync and store workout data. You can then view and evaluate personal 
training goals through a dynamic, customized workout log on www.nikeplus.
com (Seymour 2009, 166).

 

Wearable Technology
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initial concept phase...

Infants//
I initially focused on infants as the primary group to design for. It seemed like a 
natural step to translate the monitoring that existed within successful athletic 
based products, such as the Nike+ system, into a product that could monitor 
infants in a cutting-edge way.

I began by researching current trends and technologies within the infant 

different research method options. Existing social media channels like 
Facebook, Twitter, etc. could tap into a wealth of valuable insight. I could not 
only distribute surveys, I could reach a wide range of new parents eager to 
share their experiences and thoughts through images and posts.

This research prompted the initial concepts. While I ultimately moved on to 
different user groups I used the thinking established during this time to further 
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After exploring infant clothing with market research and Facebook photo invenstories it was 
decided that a onesie (
would be the base for a wearable monitor system. The onesie was chosen because, from 
observation, it was the most common item worn by infants, whether as sleepwear or in 
combination of other articles of clothing. The idea of embedding removable sensors that 
communicated wirelessly began to develop during this phase. Also, the idea of creating a 
onesie that swaddled like a cape was an effort to speak to the idea of creating a superhero 
costume.

Infants/initial concept phaseInfants/initial concept phase
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Infants/initial concept phaseInfants/initial concept phase

drawings and renderings 

Colors were chosen that spoke 
to the Nike Brand and also to 
the idea of a gender neutral 
palette.
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front//

back//

front with back wings//

fabrics regulate temperature 
and moisture to cool infant and 
prevent rashes

closed on back

Infants/initial concept phaseInfants/initial concept phase

smart fabric panels with 
integrated sensors monitor 
heart rate, temperature 
movement and respiration

data is sent panel to 
iphone application to give the 
caregiver real-time information

mesh wing panels fold over 
arms and zip closed to create 
a swaddling effect

onsie pulls over infant head 
and snaps closed at crotch for 
easy dressing and changing 

drawings and renderings 
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Infants/initial concept phaseInfants/initial concept phase

What are the biggest obstacles to-date with smart fabrics and wearable tech (i.e. cost, 
washability etc.)?

How integrated can sensors be?  

can sensors be soft?  

What level of power is required to operate existing smart textiles and how safe is it?

What fabrics are work best with integration?

028 029



Elderly//
While I did not completely abandon the thinking in the wearable infant monitor, 
research conducted in that area lead me to question how other age groups 

adults?

I decided to look into the elderly and adults with limited mobility. Those  with 
limited mobility form a group at high risk for developing pressure ulcers. I 
began to research this issue to better understand the problem and to think 
about how to address this particular area.

Pressure sores, also known as decubitus sores or decubitus ulcers are lesions 
caused by many factors such as unrelieved pressure, friction, humidity, shear-
ing forces, temperature, age, continence, and medication to any part of the 
body.  Especially vulnerable areas include portions over bony or cartilaginous 
areas; for example, the elbows, knees, and ankles. Although often prevented 

patients, wheelchair users (especially where spinal injury is involved) and 
terminally ill patients.  
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stages of a pressure sore//

Skin is not broken but is red or discolored. The redness or change in color 
does not fade within 30 minutes after pressure is removed.

The epidermis or topmost layer of the skin is broken, creating a shallow open 
sore. Drainage may or may not be present.

The break in the skin extends through the dermis (second skin layer) into the 
subcutaneous and fat tissue. The wound is deeper than in Stage Two.

The breakdown extends into the muscle and can extend as far down as the 
bone. Usually lots of dead tissue and drainage are present.

1

2

3

4

commonly affected areas//

ElderlyElderly
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ElderlyElderly

could sense the amount of pressure 
on the body

wirelessly
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return to athletics

Runners//
Early into reseach and conceptulization for the eldery I decided that I wanted 
to change focus again. I knew that I wanted to push forward with the concept 

At this point I began to revisit current athletic systems on the market. Are there 
areas of opportunity that have not been tapped?  Because of my background 

Runners/return to athletics
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social media survey
photo-log

touch/see/imagine kit
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Social Media Survey//
Overview

Tasks: Create survey for runners of all levels
Share survey through email, blogs and social media (Facebook) 

The goal of the Social Media Survey was to explore and understand different 
age and gender groups; what they purchase for running clothing and foot-
wear, and under what conditions and times they run.

Social Media

Preface to participants: I am a student at Virginia Tech currently working on a 
Masters Thesis in Industrial Design. I am researching how athletes, particularly 
runners, interact with and understand their clothing as a “second skin”. I am 
investigating the use of smart textiles and/or wearable technology that reacts 
to environmental conditions and further enhances the runners awareness of 
his/her surroundings. 

There are two aspects to the Social Media method of research. First I 
am asking that you participate in a survey questionnaire consisting of 19 
questions. The survey is located at surveys.vt.edu, a secured survey website. 
In the survey I am seeking information about runners using the 5W set of 

concept I need to understand different age and gender groups;what they 
purchase for running clothing and footwear, and under what conditions and 
at what times they run.  

I am also asking that you share to this Facebook group or through email 
to myself any images relating to how you run, clothing that you wear while 
running, events that you participate in that deal with running etc. An example 
might be photos from a road race that you participated in.

What is your age? 
What is your gender?
How often do you run per week?
At what times of the day do you run?
Where do you run?
What issues do you encounter when running (obstacles, etc)?
What kind of climate and weather do you consider an obstacle? 
What information about your surroundings would you like to know?
What kind of gear do you carry with you or wear while running?
Why do you carry or wear gear?
What brand of running clothing do you own?
What attracts you to certain brands?
What brand of running shoes do you own?
What types of materials are you aware of that are in your running           

    clothing?
Of the above mentioned materials, what is the reasoning behind your           

    choices?
Why did you choose the running clothing that you own?
What kind of group situations do you run in?
In what ways do you compete while running?

Imagine yourself on a run. It is late fall and the sun is quickly setting. The trail 
where you usually run has been closed for construction so you have taken 
an unfamiliar route. The trail is overgrown with low hanging branches and 

Every direction that you point your hands illuminates your way for several 

in other situations, similar or completely different. In your scenario what do 
you wish your running gear (clothing and shoes) could do? Ignore technology 
limitations and cost limitations.

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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54%
male  46% 

What is your age?
 18-25  18% 
  25-35  62%
  35-45  13%
  45-55    7%

   55+    0% 

18%62%13%7%

54% 46% 
male

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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   morning  36%
11%
56%

night  38%
other  5%

36%

11%

56%

38%

5%

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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70% 
trails  51%

43%
track  10%
other    7%

51%  trails

10%  track
  7%  other

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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encounter when running 
(obstacles, etc)?

  weather  66%
56%

other  21%
collision  13%

11%

“too many people running

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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you like to know?
    approaching cars  69%
approaching people  33% 

construction  20%
weather  67%

terrain  51%
other    5%

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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you wear or carry while 
running?

   mp3 player  57%
phone  36% 

10%
Camelbak    7%

water bottle  16%
11%

belt  10%
other  30%

 

 
 
 keys
 towel, keys
 whistle, backpack

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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“carry iPhone mostly because I don’t have a running 
case for it. I also have a belt called amphipod”
“keep my mind busy” “Having something playing is very important to me 
for running.  It motivates me, lets my mind wander, and overall makes the 
experience better”  “safety and convenience”  

“To track my run and to be able to contact people in 
case of emergency”  
“Cant’ run without music”  

“Always good to have phone on you, and always good 
to have ID/debit card in case of an emergency” 
“iPhone because I listen to music and occasionally play games/text to distract 

my handles on the treadmill or elliptical.  Water because I get thirsty when I 
sweat and that way I don’t have to leave the machine. I don’t carry the water 
when running outside and take a smaller iPod”  
“protection from cold; food/water storage”  
“music if I’m running alone; phone to map my run; belt with water bottle and 
food for distances over 8-9 miles”  
“Occupy my mind, only use iPod about 50% of the time”  

“phone in case of emergencies”  
“I carry my phone so that I can listen to music while running”  

bulkiness/inconvenience”  “It holds my water and keys on long runs”  
“I enjoy running to music” 
“To improve my running”  

“i carry gear so that i feel safe running at night”  
“I like to bring a phone for emergencies”  
“Listening to music makes my run much easier” 
“motivation/communication” 

“Safety, time measurement, and Entertainment”  

wear gear?

with phone”   
“I like running with music”  
“Music to keep me motivated and water to stay hydrated or to cool myself off 
in oppressive heat in the south”    

“I carry my phone for emergencies and to listen to 
music on”  
“Helps me get motivated to continue with my run”  
“I don’t”  

“I need music for motivation + tempo, but I hate having 
to handle more than an arm band” 
“comfort, or anything that I think helps with longevity”  

“protection”  
“Entertainment, break up the monotony”  
“To stay hydrated and entertained with music” 

“Music and hydration”  

necessary” 
“Nike Sensor for mileage, calories, pace, Ipod for music” 
“My phone is my iPod and it has a running app to track my progress”  
“I sweat buckets when I run, so I need the towel to prevent sweat from 
dripping off of me and in my eyes.  I need my MP3 player because it keeps 
me motivated.”  

“Usually as “support”  
“depending upon how far I’m running (distance), time 

I’ll be carrying (i.e. handheld, Camelbak, fuel belt, etc)” 

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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  with co-workers  5% 
hasing groups  16%  
running clubs  15%

none  56%
  other  30%

5%

16%

15%

56%

30%

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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shoes/
own?

    Nike  25/64%
36%

Reebok    8/18%
New Balance  15/21%

  other  67/57% 

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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“A quality product with a durable sole that will help me to run.”

“Recommendations from runners”
“I love Brooks because of the arch support and options they have for their 
shoes. I have   serious ankle and Achilles tendon probs so it took me a 

the color or style, I have to go with whatever they have in that shoe. When I 
used to buy track spikes the bold colors attracted me.”
“price, weight, fabric”
“Price, Color, and Long Lengths”
“comfort, style”
“Durability, comfort, weight, quick-dry materials, style”
“I’ve been running in Nike for 2 decades”
“performance”
“Experience with their brand before.”

good.”

fashion style and making sure tops/bottoms don’t completely clash”
“quality, cost”

“Breathability, looks”
“the look, price, function”
“The quality and mostly the style and colors offered.”
“comfort”

“Fit- shoes for my running style, tightness (not baggy),”

“probably marketing mostly on some level. I look for deals 
on stuff that have wicking abilities.”

“Quality”

What attracts you to 

“Comfort!”

“durability, colors, materials, functionality”
“comfort, support, no ride/bunch”

strips. Light weight material, especially wicking materiel.”

“Material. Stereotype. Style.”
“Nothing in particular”
“Fit, material, and color”
“style, comfort, quality”

“style, functionality, price”
“fabric”
“I don’t have a preference for clothing”

is up there as well, even though it should not matter. 
Must be lightweight.”
“Fit and look”
“Fit, experience with the brand, variety of products”
“products I have used before and have liked for various reasons, i.e., 

“Like Nike DriFit, but not committed to a brand.”

“I don’t care about the brand per say. I care about having 
an absorbent material and that it looks cute.”

Brooks sponsors the Marine Corps Marathon.”
“don’t care about brand – whatever meets my needs”

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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running clothing that you 
own?

80%
style/color  48%  

79%
other  18%

48%

79%

80%

18%
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Imagine
the sun is quickly setting. The trail where you 

imagine that you 

Now...imagine

“I want GPS tracking and logging built into the clothing transmitting realtime 
data to a HUD in a contact lens or sunglasses. Flashlight gloves could be 
cool too.”  
“shoes with springs so I could jump 20 ft in the air like a boss over a car”

“Lighted clothing is a plus as well as any GPS enabled 
device to help out in unforeseen situations”  
“I want clothing that can track my path, mileage, pace...etc. I hate wearing 
a watch”  
“having to hold your hands in certain directions might feel awkward while 
running, head lights were always ideal but goofy looking and embarrassing”  
“for my clothes to sense weather and perspiration to mold breathability for 
maximum comfort. If it’s hot, breathe more, if cold, keep me warmer. Shoes 
that would dynamically respond to terrain and road slanting to give more 
support to simulate an even surface even when not on one.”  
“I would have my ear buds on with music playing...... I would be able to by 
voice command, ask how far i’ve run, how much further i have to go (if i set a 
time limit or mileage), and the pace. I could also ask if i’m on target or slower/
faster than my previous run. It may even offer words of encouragement. I 
could also tell the music player to change the song to next, move to a new 
playlist, or say an artist and get it going immediately.”  
“give me better grip in bad weather situations, make me faster”

“Honestly, I like to keep my running attire simple, but if 
there are no limits here. I often run alone on trails that 
can be pretty deep in the woods. Sometimes, I take 
my dog along with me, but when I don’t I carry a hand 
held pepper spray. It would be awesome to somehow 
incorporate that into running clothing. Maybe having 
a compartment in your shoe that it slips into, etc. I 
really don’t like running with stuff in my hands.”
“Instead of just lighting the path directly in front of me I would like to see about 
5-10 ft around me”

User Research MethodUser Research Method
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“The gloves would make me feel like iron man. Contacts to see in the dark 
as if it were daylight.”

“i typically only run on familiar routes, but having light 
during the winter months when it gets dark so early would 
be great.”
“I wish my clothing or shoes could adapt to temperature changes. if it all of 
a sudden started raining and got cold, it could adjust to accommodate the 
changing weather. Or if I took an unfamiliar detour on a regular route that was 
a little rockier than normal, my shoes could adjust to be more of a trail running 
shoe than a normal running shoe.  Wishful thinking”

“I wish my clothes and shoes could become more/less 
ventilated depending on how hot or cold my body was 
getting. Similar to the gloves lighting up, it would be great 
if my shirt or shorts, or both, could glow so I would not 
have to point to see what was around me. This could 
increase not only my visibility but also my presence to 
cars and other people.”

without having to carry a bottle or take on extra weight.  Allow me to listen 
to music without needing to keep headphones in or disrupt other runners.”

“Emergency beacon, perhaps (GPS)? Maybe extra 
strength mesh as protection from dog bites, scratches, 
etc.”
“ability to warm up or cool down in response to changing environments as 
well as in response to my body’s changing temps, would be particularly useful 
on trail runs or during long runs/races”
“Light up the same way the gloves do! Maybe for a further distance”

pay attention to runners. I need my clothes to make a 

noise to alert drivers.”

“Be waterproof and still light with support for my over-pronation, have an 
emergency button or 911 button or beacon in the fabric (hidden to others) in 
case of emergency, or a reverse contact method so I don’t have to carry a 
phone if someone needs to reach me.”
“a GPS device on my gloves (think back of the hand) on a paper thin screen 
that shows my current location, time, and previous route, all very detailed. I 
feel my psyche was abused and primed.”
“would like shirts that can do this, but i think this should be able to be con-
trolled easily incase you need to hide from approaching people or unfamiliar 
folks in a city.”
“Totally shield me from rain and also not tear if I fall down”

“the light thing is a great idea. I imagine some kind of 
clothes that would give light (may sound stupid but kinda 
like the ones that wore the dancers in the halftime Super-
bowl of 2011)”

-
able fabric for shoes, wool blend lightweight socks”
“run on curvy rural roads where cars tend to speed. It would be nice to have 
my iPod beep in my ears or something to warn me of approaching cars. It 
would be nice if my watch could compare my times on routes that I do regu-
larly to times in the past to let me know if I’m improving or slacking... but I’m 
not sure if Garmin watches do something like that already.”
“Dry, lightweight shoes for water crossings. Poison oak, ivy, sumac preventa-
tive. Sunglasses with lights.”

“If I had those gloves I’d probably be set....Ankle safety like 
hiking boots would be great.  I run on lots of farm land in 
between forests and big animals (bulls, coyotes, dogs, and 
bears) are a MAJOR problem.  anything that may protect 
from that is seriously awesome.  lights so your feet know 
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where to step is cool too.”
“I would love a hat that wouldn’t look goofy as hell that would be waterproof 
and also keep the water from dripping in front of your face (and if possible 
your ponytail) and obscuring your view. I like running in a slight drizzle if it’s 
warm enough out but there aren’t really any good women’s hats that protect 
against the rain. I would also really like gloves that would allow any part of 
your hand to still be able to interact with your touch-screen mp3/iPhone/what 
have you device.”  

“Lit shoes or even laces or small attachable lights for 
shoes. Or even a motion sensor”
“I’m kind of a minimalist....I have never wanted anything more than my GPS 
watch.”
“Adjust temperature with out being bulky. Oh and shoot lasers from my 
crotch.”
“Maybe: GPS tracker that gives me advice on the terrain I’m running on. Call 
button to notify 911 incase of injury or something else. Mile tracker.”  

“i wish that my clothes could better store my keys 
and even maybe my cell phone without getting in 
the way.  being someone who doesn’t use their 
phone as an mp3 playing carrying both is cumber-
some and just awkward.”
“Shoes with a digital sensing sole that adjust for proper alignment when 
running regardless of terrain.”

“all my clothes can have that light technology so all of my body 
would light up and lead my way---lumos!”
“body temperature regulation.”
“Clothing could expand or retract based on body/outside 
temperature and moisture.”
“Temperature control. On long runs, rain may set in, sun goes down, turn a 
corner on a street and hit wind and where you are warm before now cold. 

User Research MethodUser Research Method

Also would love warmer hands, it is the one thing that freezes on me all winter long, but 
i’m not about to wear heavy mittens on a ten mile run.”

body if I have sore muscles or get side stitches. The scenario above makes me think 
that all that pointing with my hands might be distracting, and that illumination from my 
head area would somehow be more helpful. Form is a big part of running comfort for 

function. I rely on my shoes to cushion and protect me from possible hazards on the 

for the shoe to adjust to the tendency of the right foot to roll in a little.”
“I want my clothing to cool my body down and soak up my sweat. It would also be 
great if it could act as a timer and music player so that I can train but don’t have to 
carry extra things with me. But, ultimately, I won’t buy it and won’t wear it if it doesn’t 
look good.”

“Hmm good question - illumination is MOST IMPORTANT”
“lightweight hat lights”
“I would like my clothing to adjust to different temperatures, at the beginning of my run 
keep me warm, as I get warm after a few km keep me cool...”

“Smart” fabric that was temperature or water sensitive & 
could adjust its material properties accordingly”

time”
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Photo-Log//
Overview

Tasks: Attend local 5K/10k running event to photograph and interview runners 
before and after event

The goal of the Photo-Log was to explore and understand different age and 
gender groups; what they purchase for running clothing and footwear and 
what they carry and use during their run.

Photo-Log

Preface to participants: I am a student at Virginia Tech currently working on a 
Masters Thesis in Industrial Design. I am researching how athletes, particularly 
runners, interact with and understand their clothing as a “second skin”. I am 
investigating the use of smart textiles and/or wearable technology that reacts 
to environmental conditions and further enhances the runners awareness of 
his/her surroundings. 

Photo-Log:  For the Photo-Log study I will photograph you before a run-
ning event and analyze and document the images. I will also ask you to tell 
me about your clothing and shoes and any other items that you carry while 
exercising to identify:  favorite brands, why you wear and carry certain things, 
any improvements you would make etc.. Questions and photos will take 
approximately 10-15 minutes.

User Research Method/photo-log
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personal expression through clothing 
choices
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running belts to carry essentials
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compression apparel
personal expression through clothing 

choices
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stretchy material
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Touch/See/Imagine/Research Kit//
Overview

Tasks: Using a kit designed to create a casual conversation gain a better 
understanding of runners.

The goal of the Touch/See/Imagine Research Kit  was to explore and un-
derstand different age and gender groups; what they purchase for running 
clothing and footwear and what they carry and use during their run.

Touch/See/Imagine Research Kit

Preface to participants: In the Touch/See/Imagine Research Kit study 
you will be asked the same questions posted in the online survey but in a 
relaxed, face to face, conversational setting in the your home or an agreed 
meeting place using cards featuring different textures, colors etc. The cards 
will be used to stimulate the participants thought process. If agreed to, 
you will allow for photo and audio documentation using an audio recording 
device and camera. Interviews will last approximately 30 minutes.  

Example dialogue:  
“Tell me about the athletic brands that you buy and wear.  Rank them from 
favorite to least favorite and tell me why.” 
“Tell me about your favorite color.  Rank from favorite to least favorite and 
tell me why? Assign emotions to different colors.”
“Tell me about which fabrics you prefer and why. Is there something about 
the texture or nap, breathability, etc?

User Research Method/touch/see/imagine/research kit
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ice

sun/heat

rain

mid-day

morning

afternoon

night

dawn

ice

snow

wind

rain

sun/heat

mixed blend

cotton

lycra

other

mesh

adidas

nike nike

under armour

columbia

adidas

reebok

none

yourself+1

yourself and 3+

cotton adidas

under armour

noneafternoon

mid-day ice

snow night

mid-day

morning

ice

cotton nike

nikereebok

reebok none

yourself+1

snow

ice

afternoon

night

morning

other

mixed blend

none

yourself+1

yourself+1

adidas

under armour

participant 001/

participant 002/male/age 29

participant 003/

participant 004/
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night

morning

afternoon

dawn

mid-day

ice

sun/heat

wind

rain

mixed blend

mesh

lycra

other

cotton

nike nonesnow

iceice

participant 005/male/age 30

At what times of the day do you run?

001 002 003 004 005

mid-day

afternoon

morning

night

dawn

afternoon

mid-day

afternoon

afternoon

night

morning

night

morning

morning

night

mid-day

mid-day

dawn
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mesh cotton

mixed blend

cotton

lycra

other

cotton other

mixed blend

cotton mixed blend

mesh

lycra

other

What materials or fabrics do you think of when 
considering comfort?

What kind of climate and weather do you consider an 
obstacle?

001 002 003 004 005 001 002 003 004 005

ice

snow

wind

rain

sun/heat

snow

ice

ice

ice icesun/heat

sun/heat

snow snow

rain

rain

wind
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What Colors do you wear when Running? Which colors invoke a sense of safety?

001 002 003 004 005 001 002 003 004 005
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nike

adidas adidas nike

nike

reebok

reebok

Which brands do you feel most loyal to?Which colors do you feel best represent you as a runner?

001 002 003 004 005 001 002 003 004 005
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nike

under armour

columbia

adidas

reebok

under armour

under armouradidas

nike

reebok none

yourself+1

yourself and 3+

none none

yourself+1

none

yourself+1

none

What kind of group situations do you run in?Which brands do you perceive to be of superior quality?

001 002 003 004 005 001 002 003 004 005
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obstruction

sound

man made air quality

weather 

visuals

obstruction

sound

man made air quality

weather 

visuals

obstruction

sound

man made air quality

weather 

visuals

obstruction

sound

man made air quality

weather 

visuals

participant 001/

participant 002/male/age 29

participant 003/

participant 004/
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To make me more visible some sort 
of sensor that uses headlights to 

worried about twisting ankles on tree 
roots, vibration ankle bracelet to warn 
you that you’ve leaned to far

warning of cars
GPS in case I’m lost
Map out your route

tighter laces

is my body overheated
tell me the weather before and during

when raining run w/out glasses

clouds of gnats/mosquitoes

n/a

n/a

exposure
pollution--hard on lungs

n/a

dark/no lighting

potholes, uneven

construction, ipod dies, living

humiditiy, windy, rainy, muddy

when I can’t see b/c of brightness my 
speed slows down b/c I am thinking 
about it

rock or root obstructions on trails

red lights when running in the city

running alone and hearing stuff behind 
me 
(being a woman moreso)

I hate the cold
will avoid running outdoors
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obstruction

sound

man made air quality

weather 

visuals

participant 005/male/age 30
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bugs
low-ligt, “straight-leg” landing

skinny branch to the face
gnat cloud!
trail run, root hits toe (even w/toe 
guard)

earbuds shake out of place

Florida ight waters smell like rotten 
eggs

cold rain-pace
very cold hurts eardrums
snow cakes on feet, tiring
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Runners

-
selves using electricity, mace, sharp 
talons, etc.
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RunnersRunners

top for female runners
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coming together
Core
Cloak
Cowl

Utility Sleeve

the Ensemble//

Although I explored different types of wearables during concept development 
I kept revisiting the idea of an athletic top. It was obvious that a top could 
serve as a vessel capable of housing the compenents nessecary to augment 
the body. In addition, the top could incorporate modular pieces that the 
wearer could attach and detach based on personal preference. I built upon 

the concept of the Ensemble.   

the Ensemble included four pieces: the Core, the Cloak, 
the Cowl, and the Utility Sleeve that work as an augmentative second skin.  
All four pieces are made of a moisture wicking, antibacterial stretch fabric. 
For the purpose of designing a product to support this thesis I decided to 
incorporate LED’s (light emmiting diodes) into the Ensemble to promote safety 
and visibility for women running in low light conditions. The LED’s are housed 
in pods that attach magnetically to contact points on the Ensemble. The 
points of contact are charged by integrated ion lithium batteries that can also 
be removed from the garment.  Power runs through the Ensemble by means 
of conductive thread and conductive velcro.  By making elements removable 
the garment is washable and adaptable to multiple needs depending on the  
technology you wish to embed.   
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the Core// the Cloak//

as a liner and consists of: compressive, 
antibacterial, wicking material 

extension to the core.  It is the base 
“smart” layer, housing power and lighting 
elements to promote visibility and safety.

material 

essential items:  phone, keys, etc. 

virtual safety bubble

the Ensemble the Ensemble
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the Utility Sleeve// the Cowl//

the Ensemble the Ensemble

virtual safety bubble

visibility and safety

virtual safety bubble
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the Ensemble//

the Ensemble the Ensemble
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Creating a Pattern//

In order to get create an accurate pattern for the Ensemble I used a tape-up 
method. I began by applying a layer of masking tape to a female bust form. 
The form, aquired from a local clothing store, accomidated extra small sizes. 
After applying the masking tape I placed seam lines on the bust in areas 

interesting patterns that would allow the modular pieces to work on their own 
or as a whole. After marking the seams I deconstructed the pattern by slicing 
out panels, scanning the pieces on a large format scanner, and then tracing 

I repeated this process multiple times to try and understand how patterns 
came together.  Although this method  allowed me great insight it was 
ultimately not as successful as I had hoped.  Since the Ensemble would be 
created from a stretch fabric the patterns that I extraceted with the tape-up 
method did not provide accurate dimensions to work with.

To supplement the tape-up method I purchased a store bought pattern of an 
athletic jacket. I scanned this pattern on a large format printer.  After scanning 
and tracing the purchased pattern in Illustrator, I juxtaposed the line work 
with line work acquired from the tape-ups
method would create a proper representation.

Next, I purchased a ladies extra-small athletic top with the stretch that I desired 
for the Ensemble. I then placed the top on the bust from and mimicked  the 
process used earlier with the tape-ups. Since the top had the elasticity I 
desired I was able to remove the piece and cut out panels that would revert 
to their pre-stretched size and allow me to scan and overlay an accurate 
pattern.

During this process I also decided to simplify the Ensemble. I chose to 
remove the Utility Sleeve, leaving the Core, the Cloak, and the Cowl. I felt that 
the garment was becoming too complicated and the Core would function 
more effectively than the Utility Sleeve as the main power source.  In addition 
to removing the Utility Sleeve I decided that a smart phone would control the 
Ensemble. From my research, it was obvious that runners were carrying their 
phones with them for entertainment and safety. Why not utilize their wireless 
capabilites to orchestrate all componets?

journal entry

the Ensemble/patterns
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Illustrator Pattern//124 125



the Ensemble/patterns the Ensemble/patterns

Final Illustrator Pattern//126 127



Prototyping//

Ensemble pattern I felt that it was important to construct 
the garment to prove that my design methods were successful. With limited 
experience in sewing I contacted local tailors and seamstresses to outsource 
fabrication. I was able to enlist a local graduate of Virginia Tech’s Fashion 
program, Becca Ferk, to assist in the making of the Ensemble. With her help 
and expertise I was able to gather the proper materials required to simulate 
the qualities I desired for the prototype.

laser cut for precision, I used a more traditional technique of tracing a scaled 
print-out on to tissue paper for ease of use with the fabric. After tracing 
the pattern sections were cut, pinned, and organized for assembly. Each 
component of the Ensemble was then joined with a Serger.

proposed design.

journal entry

the Ensemble/prototyipng
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the new Ensemble...
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the new Ensemble the new Ensemble
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the new Ensemble

back//

the new Ensemble

lithium ion batteries reside in a pocket in 
the lower back area of the Core

CPU from a secure pocket in the lower 
back area

-
latory’ system of conductive thread and 
velcro

with conductive velcro

out letting in elements

conductive velcro 

lithium ion batteries reside in a pocket in
the lower back area of the Core

CPU from a secure pocket in the lower
back area

-
latory’ system of conductive thread and
velcro

with conductive velcro

out letting in elements

conductive velcro 
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the new Ensemble

front//

the new Ensemble

with conductive velcro

out letting in elements
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suit up...
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Future Applications//
The Ensemble developed for this investigation is just one direction taken 
while exploring wearable technology. The point of a modular garment with 
interchangeable pod pieces like those in the Ensemble is that it becomes 
more than a jacket for runners: it becomes a garment for golfers, or beach 
volleyballers, or bikers. Numerous technologies beyond lighting could be 
developed for future use. Imagine detachable heads up display pods that 
project information from your shoulder to your direct line of sight. Or pods 
that contain miniature speakers freeing you of headphones.  Maybe there are 
even pods that release a pleasant fragrance when your love interest walks 
into your proximity. Exciting, huh?

What is even more exciting though is the collaboration that will be required to 
bring these products to life.  Fashion Designers, Engineers, User Experience 
designers, Industrial Designers, etc., all working together to dream up new 
ways to augment ourselves. It’s time to bring disciplines together, to dream 
and create.

Tell me...what kind of superhero do you want to be?
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